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Dark Matter Complementarity: 
Colliders + Astrophysics
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How Can We Solve the
Dark Matter Problem?

Two discoveries are absolutely crucial
1. demonstrate that galaxies are made of a new form of matter
2. study the properties of this form of matter in the laboratory

Step 1 is the aim of the particle astrophysics community
direct detection: rare scattering of dark matter particles
indirect detection: dark matter particles annihilate in the galactic 
halo, producing high energy particles
neutrino telescopes: annihilations of captured dark matter particles 
in the centers of massive objects giving energetic neutrinos

Step 2 is the aim of the collider physics community
discover new particles, measure their masses, lifetimes, couplings, 
cross sections, etc.

These two steps are intimately tied together
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Measuring Dark Matter Properties at 
High-energy Colliders

Work done with M. Battaglia, M. Peskin and T. Wizansky
Assume SUSY –  choose 4 “ benchmark”  points in minimal 
supergravity (4 parameters + 1 sign each)
Determine what a collider would be able to measure in each 
case –  including errors and exclusion limits
Search a general SUSY parameter space for models 
consistent with the collider measurements
Study the range of properties relevant to dark matter

this gives the collider “ measurement”

Three cases:
Large Hadron Collider (2007)
International Linear Collider –  500 GeV CM energy
ILC –  TeV CM energy
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Supersymmetric Models

Benchmark models in mSUGRA: one each in the “ bulk” , 
“ focus point” , “ coannihilation”  and “ resonance”  regions

numbered LCC1-LCC4, respectively
relic density in the WMAP allowed range (roughly speaking)

Consistent models drawn from a set of 24 parameters
minimal flavor-conserving, CP-conserving SUSY model
gaugino masses for U(1), SU(2), SU(3)
Higgs parameters: higgsino mass, tan beta, CP-odd scalar mass
sfermion mass parameters for Q,U,D,L,E –  3 generations
trilinear terms for the 3rd generation sfermions (top, bottom, tau)
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Scanning High-dimension
Parameter Spaces

“ Best fit”  is somewhat irrelevant –  we are really interested in 
the distributions of the 24 parameters consistent with the 
predicted collider measurements and their distributions
Markov Chain Monte Carlo is perfected suited to this problem

“ likelihood function”  for collider data: assume lognormal, e.g.           
                                                                                                                      
                      
from point p with likelihood L(p), choose point q with likelihood L(q)

this is the proposal distribution –  all of the difficulty is here

accept point q with probability min(1, L(q)/L(p))
for adaptive proposal, need a correction factor to preserve detailed balance

in this way, constrain a chain of points

Distribution of the points p in the Markov chain converges to 
the distribution implied by L(p) 

L=exp −m−m 0
2

2 2  exp −ln 2m /m0

2 /m0
2 
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Convergence of Markov Chains

test of Dunkley et al.: power spectrum of chain has white noise (flat) spectrum at small k
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Results: LCC1

“ Bulk”  region: most superpartners are light
LHC discovers 3 neutralinos, gluino, all squarks except stops, all 
sleptons except heavy stau, light Higgs boson
ILC 500 gets heavy stau, light chargino, electron sneutrino, 
production cross sections
ILC TeV gets heavy chargino, light stop, heavy Higgs

In this case alone, the ILC-TeV can infer relic density with 
comparable precision to future CMB measurements (Planck 
satellite, 0.5% accuracy)
Direct detection dominated by heavy Higgs –  need this 
measurement (ILC TeV) or constraint from e.g. SuperCDMS
Annihilation cross section is small –  dominated by b bbar with 
large helicity suppression
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LCC1: Relic Density and
Direct Detection
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LCC1: Gamma Rays
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LCC1: Unknown Heavy Stau @ LHC
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Results: LCC2

“ Focus point”  region: gauginos, higgsinos are light, 
sfermions are all inaccessible to any collider

LHC discovers 3 neutralinos, gluino, light higgs
ILC 500 gets light chargino
ILC TeV gets heavy chargino, 4th neutralino

Relic density estimate has 10% accuracy with ILC TeV
CMB measurement is doing collider physics!

Direct detection is dominated by light Higgs
Annihilation cross section is large –  dominated by W pairs

promising for gamma ray experiments
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LCC2: Relic Density and
Direct Detection
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LCC2: Gamma Rays
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LCC2: Probability Islands for 
Neutralinos @ LHC
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LCC3 (stau coannihilations): Relic 
Density and Direct Detection
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LCC3: Unknown Neutralinos @ LHC
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LCC4: Relic Density and
Direct Detection
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Astrophysical Constraints

Relic density: cosmological density of dark matter
typically 10% error with collider data: consistency with CMB?
use CMB to further constrain SUSY parameters

Direct detection: local density of dark matter
assume smooth halo –  get cross section
collider cross section –  get local density
consistency check

Gamma rays: fluxes depend on density of dark matter
measure annihilation cross section at collider, measure gamma 
ray flux from putative dark matter annihilations: combine to get 
the density and clumping of dark matter
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LHC, ILC, SuperCDMS, WMAP

LCC3:  tan beta w/ WMAP final
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LHC, ILC, SuperCDMS, WMAP

w/ SuperCDMS  w/ WMAP + SuperCDMS
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Summary

Solving the dark matter problem requires both detecting 
dark matter making up the galaxy and studying its 
properties in the laboratory
Collider measurements of dark matter properties are 
possible if a model (e.g. SUSY) is assumed
Astrophysical constraints on fundamental parameters are 
possible under the same assumptions


